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Custom Axminster design

The ultimate flooring 
experience

With more than 80 years of experience as a carpet manufacturer, 
we can offer expertise and flexibility in production and supply,  
as well as long-standing business relationships in our role as a 
reliable partner.

As a company, we offer custom made design carpets, as well 
as carpet and vinyl flooring collections.  Providing a complete 
package for all marine floor covering needs in any area of a 
vessel.
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As a company we are a leading supplier of DESSO® branded 
high quality wool and nylon products as well as Tarkett 
branded vinyl flooring.

With our portfolio of products for cruise ships, ferry and 
river cruises, offshore structures, and other types of vessels 
we aim to provide flooring solutions for all segments of the 
Marine industry as well as wholesale marine partners.

Our manufacturing process is vertically integrated, which 
means that all stages of production are carried out in our own 
facilities, thus achieving optimal flexibility and quality control. 
Continuous investment in our production facilities ensures 
the quality of our products.

To offer our customer a true custom-made experience, we 
take care of the entire process including:

A specialist supplier
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With DESSO Axminster carpet we deliver the following 
key benefits:

• More than 80 years of experience in carpet 
manufacturing

• A completely vertically integrated production process
• Higher quality wool and therefore carpet
• Standard 3 ply yarn system
• Reduction in life cycle costs due to high quality level
• Highest level of quality specifications
• Full commitment to the Cradle to Cradle®  

design philosophy
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Custom Axminster design

Innovation Strategy
Today, most people spend 90% of their time indoors. As a carpet 
manufacturer, we believe it is our responsibility to develop 
products that contribute to people’s health and wellbeing. 

We realise this through our innovation strategy, characterised  
by the synergy of the three pillars: Creativity, Functionality and 
Cradle to Cradle®.  
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Design excellence is a priority for us. We are committed 
to supporting interior designers and end users in creating 
unique works of art to meet their project objectives. We have 
international design studios and online design libraries.

Our designers and project planners deliver the perfect, innovative 
carpet solutions. Tight yarn twist levels assure optimum 
performance and appearance retention throughout the life-cycle 
of your carpet.

We can supply both simple pattern repeats as well as one-of-a-
kind unlimited works of art, with hundreds of vibrant colours to 
work with.

All our designs can be viewed in the Online Design Library, where 
you can make design selections, re-colour designs and view 
them in various room settings.

Get inspired now and visit our online design library and choose 
from thousands of designs: www.desso-marine.com

Colours
For your DESSO carpets, colour options are unlimited. Hundreds 
of beautiful and vibrant colours are available to work with. 

Our focus is all about unlocking creativity and imagination to 
offer you limitless potential.

Luminous Carpets

Creativity Functionality 
DESSO carpets must perform well and maintain their beauty in 
the most heavily-trafficked areas. This is why we have chosen 
to offer our 3-ply Axminster carpet as a standard, while 2-ply 
carpets are available as an alternative.

Tests by independent labs demonstrate that 3-ply yarn has 
essential advantages over 2-ply yarn, such as greater design 
clarity, better appearance retention and a stronger resilience 
to crushing, resulting in an overall reduction in life cycle costs. 
Furthermore, 3-ply yarn increases density and pile weight without 
increasing the row count and subsequent weaving time. Our 
customers are ensured to receive carpets made of the highest 
quality wool.  

We use long and thin wool fibres to guarantee our quality. 
The longer wool fibres minimize shading and thin wool fibres 
minimize flatting. 

Wool has a number of functional benefits compared to other 
materials, such as easy maintenance, water repellency, resilience 
and fire resistance. Combined with its natural non-allergenic, 
non-polluting and anti-static character, it is the ultimate user-
friendly product. Nylon on the other hand has outstanding 
durability. 

The tried and tested mix of 80% wool and 20% nylon offers the 
best of both worlds and is therefore the optimal fibre blend for 
stunning, high-performance marine carpets.

Please see the appendices with recommended Axminster 
specifications to choose the best option for your project.

DESSO Axminster
carpets are 
produced with
the finest wools,
blended
in-house from the
most elegant and
durable kinds of
wool from all over
the world.

Custom Axminster design
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DESSO® EcoBase® backing

Cradle to Cradle®

Tarkett is commited to apply Cradle to Cradle® principles since
2011. DESSO carpet products apply the same principles since
2008, before being integrated to the Tarkett group in 2015.

Cradle to Cradle® is a concept that is modelled on nature and 
sees materials as nutrients which should circulate in healthy, 
safe flows. 

Cradle to Cradle® focuses on creating a positive agenda, which 
improves the quality of life and the environment by encouraging 
customers to maximise rather than minimize their footprint.

The Cradle to Cradle® concept was developed in the 1990s by 
the German chemistry professor and process engineer Michael 
Braungart and the US-American architect William McDonough. 

The 150 year old linear model often referred to as the ‘take, make 
and waste’ model once seemed to make sense. Therefore, our 
commitment to Cradle to Cradle® and the circular economy 
remain a key focus for us.

Cradle to Cradle® 
is a business 
model with the 
goal to design 
environmentally 
responsible 
products that can 
be safely used and 
reused over and 
over again.

Design ID:J17009-J01
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Custom Axminster design

Axminster product 
information

The luxurious DESSO Axminster carpets offer endless design 
possibilities. Our Axminster weaving technology is known for 
its outstanding beauty as well as the capability of rendering 
complex, crispy clear patterns, whilst providing long-term 
durability.

DESSO Axminster carpets are used in public spaces, corridors 
and cabins to create a luxurious look and feel, as well as 
contributing to an outstanding atmosphere.
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Product specifications
Axminster, a traditional woven carpet developed over 250 years 
ago for royal residences, is now used almost universally in the 
finest luxury- and river cruises due to its beauty, capability of 
rendering complex, crispy clear patterns and long term durability.

Our carpets contribute to creating an outstanding atmosphere 
as well as offering a durable solution. Our Axminster carpets 
contain a tried and tested mix of 80% premium wool and 20% 
nylon. 

This blend offers the best of both worlds and therefore is the 
optimal blend for high quality Axminster carpets. DESSO only 
uses the finest premium grades of wool from trusted resources, 
blending the most elegant and durable varieties of wool deemed 
optimal for fine carpet quality.

As a company we have invested in completely new, state-of-the-
art weaving looms, which allow us to produce superior carpets.

With our DESSO Axminster products we offer:
• Unlimited design possibilities with endless colour possibilities
• Standard use of high quality 3-ply yarns
• Superior durability of the carpet
• An experienced Design team
• An excellent Project Management team
• And a dedicated Customer Support team

Please see www.desso-marine.com for technical product 
specifications sheets for all DESSO Axminster qualities and the 
DESSO Carpet Guide with test results and more information on 
our weaving technology and raw materials.

Custom Axminster design

Custom Axminster design
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AxminsterCustom Axminster design

Installation and 
maintenance

With more than 80 years of carpet maintenance experience, 
we are committed to sharing our valuable knowledge with our 
customers.

Installation support
Installing large quantities of Axminster in a timely and cost-
effective way requires great precision and the skill of highly 
qualified and CRI certified Axminster installers.

Our project management team prepares every step in the 
process and advises you on precautions that can be taken to 
optimize the result and reduce waste. In addition, we provide on-
site support and training, as well as full fleet management.

Carpet maintenance
A carpet’s life will be governed by many factors, starting with 
the selection process that must take both aesthetic and 
performance considerations into account. Once selected, a 
carefully planned and conscientious maintenance program is 
essential to extend the life of the carpet. 

In addition to protecting your investment, regular maintenance 
will enhance the cleanliness and appearance of your carpet, thus 
providing a healthy environment for your occupants.

For quick reference, please download the DESSO Carpet 
Maintenance, Cleaning and Installation Guidelines from 
www.desso-marine.com.
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DESSO Carpet and the 
environment

Tarkett

Doing Good Together
Tarkett is committed to doing good and this is also an open 
invitation  to our customers, our peers, our industry to join us in 
creating a healthy, beautiful and sustainable world.

As a carpet manufacturer, we know our customers want 
re-assurance that our products meet the highest quality 
standards.  

DESSO carpet adheres to the following industry standards:

• AS 9100 certified (Aviation) 
• BRE certification
• Byggevarebedömningen
• CE Certificate of Conformity (Europe)
• Cradle to Cradle® Bronze certification
• Cradle to Cradle® Silver certification 
• Cradle to Cradle® Gold certification
• CRI Green Label Plus (according to the LEED directive for 

building products) 
• Green Tag, Australia
• “Grenelle” law France - effective July 2013
• GUI Basic certification
• GUI Silver certification
• GUI Gold certification (AirMaster®)
• GUI Gold+ certification (AirMaster®)
• IMO / MED certified (Marine) 
• ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certified 
• NF-UPEC Certification*
• Prodis-GUT member + certified
• SEC Singapore Green Label 

All design rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is 
strictly prohibited without the express prior written consent of 
the copyright holder. ©Tarkett

* Only for the products: Essence, Essence Stripe, Stratos, Stratos Blocks, Tempra and Pallas

Applying 
the Cradle 
to Cradle® 
principles since 
2011

Among the first 
companies 
joining the 
Circular 
Economy 100 
in 2013

Partner of the 
WEF since 
2015

Supporting  
the 10 
principles of 
the Global 
Compact

Cradle to Cradle CertifiedCM is a certification mark sublicensed 
by the Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute

BRONZE

®

Cradle to Cradle CertifiedCM is a certification mark sublicensed 
by the Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute
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Cradle to Cradle CertifiedTM is a certification mark licensed 
by the Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute
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Descriptions, colours and specifications are subject to change without notice. Tarkett is not responsible for typographical/
photographical errors. Actual product may differ from illustration. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is 
prohibited without the prior written consent of the copyright owner. The information presented in this document does not form 
part of any quotation or contract, is believed to be accurate and reliable and may be changed without notice. No liability will 
be accepted by the publisher for any consequence of its use. Publication thereof does not convey nor imply any license under 
patent- or other industrial or intellectual property rights. In case of doubt or differences of interpretation, the English version 
shall prevail over all other language versions.

Tarkett B.V.
P.O. Box 169
5140 AD Waalwijk
The Netherlands

TEL. +31(0)416 684100
FAX  +31(0)416 335955
marine@tarkett.com
www.desso-marine.com

About Tarkett
With net sales of more than €2.8 billion in 2017, Tarkett is a worldwide leader of innovative flooring 
and sports surface solutions. Offering a wide range of products including vinyl, linoleum, carpet, 
rubber, wood, laminate, synthetic turf and athletic tracks, the Group serves customers in more than 
100 countries worldwide through its major brands: Tarkett, Desso, Johnsonite, Tandus Centiva, 
Tarkett Sports, FieldTurf and Beynon. With approximately 13,000 employees and 34 industrial sites, 
Tarkett sells 1.3 million square meters of flooring every day, for hospitals, schools, housing, hotels, 
offices, stores and sports fields. Committed to “Doing Good. Together”, the Group has implemented 
an eco-innovation strategy based on Cradle to Cradle® principles and promotes circular economy, 
with the ultimate goal of contributing to people’s health and wellbeing, and preserving the natural 
capital. Tarkett is listed on Euronext Paris (compartment A, ISIN: FR0004188670, ticker TKTT) and 
is included in the following indices: SBF 120, CAC Mid 60. www.tarkett.com

© Tarkett, May 2018


